The One-Page Report That
Generates Leads Like MAGIC…
This report is going to give you a profound method for
generating leads, and you can do it all for free.

The Magic is in the one-page report itself. People are too busy
or too lazy to watch hour long videos or read 50 page manuals.
One-page reports make it easy for them to optin to your list.

You’ll get 5 Free One-Page Reports you can use in your own marketing
efforts, AND give away to others for use in their marketing.

Here Are The 5 Reports You Will Receive By Email!
(Check Your Email)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The TOP 5 Traffic Resources That NO ONE Is Talking About
The TOP 7 Facebook Marketing Secrets That You Can Use For
Free
The ONE AND ONLY Tool No Serious Marketer Should Be Without
How This ONE-Step Strategy Will Have People Begging To Work
With You
How To Reach Untapped Audiences In Your Target Market (Hardly
Anyone Is Doing This!)

CHECK LIST:

http://thinkjobfreedom.com/pdf/checklist.pdf

Strategy Steps:
1. MAIN CAPTURE PAGE: Create a capture page that looks like this
2. Pick 5 people to partner with who also create the same MAIN CAPTURE
PAGE for the Leads Like MAGIC Report, then
 Have your 1st partner create a capture page for Report #1 >> Example






Have
Have
Have
Have

3.

IMPORTANT:

your
your
your
your

2nd partner create a capture page for Report #2
3rd partner create a capture page for Report # 3
4th partner create a capture page for Report # 4
5th partner create a capture page for Report # 5

>>
>>
>>
>>

Example
Example
Example
Example

Create capture pages 1 through 5 in the autoresponder

campaign for the list you want to grow. EXAMPLE: Your Company’s list.
4. Create brand new autoresponder list for MAIN capture page[SEE VIDEO]
5. Get at least 10 leads to opt in to your LLM capture page to start.
6. Once they opt in, set it so they IMMEDIATELY get this Leads Like MAGIC
report. [Here’s How VIDEO#1 – VIDEO#2] ONE-Page Report URL >>

http://thinkjobfreedom.com/pdf/leadslikemagic.pdf
7. The next day, email your leads Report #1 by having them optin to the
capture page of Partner #1.(Aweber Campaign Code)(Copy Message Series)
8. The following day, email your leads Report #2 by having them optin to
the capture page of Partner #2, and so on until all reports are sent.
(Each day send the capture page of another one of your partners.)
9. In turn, your partners will ALSO put you on their list of 5 people, so
they will let you know which capture page (out of the 5 reports) they
need from you. [Watch Instructional Video]Copy Report URL’s from browser

10.

* [Optional but recommended if you want TOP results]

Do a simple solo and get more partners & therefore MANY leads.
Register for Udimi here
Get yourself 200 clicks for $60 here

(Log in 1st) [Video walkthrough]

Click Here To Copy The Solo Ad
You now have 10 leads on your list from your Leads Like MAGIC
capture page, and ANOTHER 50 from your 5 partners after their
leads have opted in to CAPTURE PAGE #1 that you gave to your
partners for the next free report! For a grand total of 60
people! (This is an estimate).
Just think how many people will be on your list when you drive
more than 10 people to your Leads Like MAGIC Capture page!
* It’s best to choose 5 people that have a different list than you. So if you have team mates that you want to
partner with, MAKE SURE their email message series is different from yours, otherwise choose people who are in a
business separate from yours.
Questions? Email: socialtimesolutions@gmail.com CHECK LIST: http://thinkjobfreedom.com/pdf/checklist.pdf

